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Chemistry. - "&tension of t/te tlteory of allotropy. Monot1'opy 

and enantiotropy for liquids." By Prof. A. SMITS. lCommu

cated by Prof. A. F. HOLLEMAN). 

The extension meant above concerns the case that the pseudo
binary system exhibits tbe phenomenon of unmixing in the liquid state. 

Let the ~,x-line be schematically represented 
by fig. 1 at tbe temperature and pressure at 
whicb the pbenomenon of unmixing takes 
place. Tben in the first p}ace it is noteworthy 
that II Md l~ are the coexisting liquid phases 
of the psendo-binary system, and that more
over tbere exist two minimum points L1 
Md L, representing the liquid phases which 
may he formed wh en the system gets in 
intern al equilibrium, and consequently be
baves as a unary substance. 

Fig.IX. 

The two liquid phases are not miecible, 
and when tbey are brought into contact 
the metastabie liquid L1 wil! pass into the 

stabie liquid phase L,. so that this operation means the same thing 
as seeding the metastabie liquid. As fig. 1 shows the metastable 
unary liquid point Ll lies inside, and the stabIe unary liquid point 
L~ outside the region of incomplete mis
cibility, and now it is of importance to 

examine what happens when we move 
towat'd such a temperature that the critical 
phenomenon of mixing occurs in tbe pseudo
binary system. The coexisting phases /1 and ; 
12 have drawn noorer and nearel' to each other, 
and finally coincidetl in the critical mixing
point, and the ~,x-line bas then cbanged. into a 
curve with only one minimum, as fig. 2 sbows. 

It is now, however, of importance for 
our pUl'pose 1,0 consider the way in wbicb 
the ~.x-line has changed its form from that 
of fig. 1 to that. of fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 X. 

It is known that before the points I, Md 12 coincide, the maximum 
24 
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J1 vanishes in comiequence of the eoin
eidenee of this point with the minimum 
Lp at which moment a point of inflection 
appcal's with horizon tal tangent. At this 
moment thc possibility of 1 he existence 
of a meta8table unary liquid ceases, so 
that !his condition has already bccome 
impossible befOl'e the critical mixing point 
has been reached in the psendo-system. 
This consideralion is in itself ah'ead)' 
suftieient to indicate in a Tx-diagram the 
situation of the Jiquid lines in the Hllary 
system with respeet to those in the pseudo
binal'y one. lf we assume that the pseudo-
sJstem, just as the system nicotine-water, 
presents an upper and a lower critical 

Fig. 3 x. mixing point, fig. 3. is formed. 
The r/osed line PP) indicates the coexisting liquid phases in the 

psendo-binary sy~tem.Outside the region enclosed within this conti
nUOllS eune, runs tlle line kkl , on whieh the stabIe intcrnal liquid 
equilibt'ja are föund, and iuside this reg ion lie the metastabie internal 
liqllid equilibria on thc line k'l ko k' I). In the points Ic'land "k' this line 
passes eontinllously into the locus of the maximum points Al of 

tlle ~-,I'-lilles, and as III these poiuts (-aa~_) = 0, just as fOl' the stahle 
J: P,T 

and metastable unary equilibria, but (aa2~) <0, we may caU the 
,x' P,T 

locus of the maximum points ft! the line of the ul1stable internal 
equilibria. 

The theol'y of allotropy attributes the phenomena of monotropy 
and enantiotropy 10 the occurrence of different kinds of mol~cules 
of one substance, and says that when there exist two or more solid 
states of a substance, the differences in properties are owing to the 
situation of the internal equilibrium which will be different in the 
two solid states. 

1\OW we saw. just IlOW that when a substance OCCllrs in two 
different liquid states, this phenomenon must also be ascribed by the 
Ihcol'Y to the existence of two different internal equilibria between 
different kinds of molecules of tbe same substance. So according 10 

1) The jines of the internal equilibria have here a very peculiar shape, which is 
dependent on thc phenomenon of unmixing. 1 shall return to this subject later on. 
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t.his new Yiew there is no essential difference between the OCCUl'. 

ren ce of different. solid and different liquid phases of one substance 
and as in the case considel'ed here we have two liquid phases, one 
of which is always stabie with respect to the other, we are jlHlti
fied in speaking here of the phenomenon of rnonotropy JOl' a liquid. 

Now it is of importance to examine what will take place when 
the region of incomplete miscibility comes into contact with one of 
the melting-point !ines of the pseudo-binary system. 

Beforehand I wiU, however, remark that Dl'. SCHOEVERS 1), who 
undertook the same problem at BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM'S instigation, but 
took no notice of the ;-x-lines, could only draw by chance a line 
for the stabie unary liquid equilibrium, as shown in ~g. J. 

T 

Fig. 4, X, Fig 5 X. 

" 

" 1 I' 

( 

E 

lf we suppose that the region of incomplete miscibility comes in 
contact with the melting-point line of the component with the higher 
melting-point, we get the 1', .'I:-figure 5. 

Now it is of importance to determine the continuity between the 
two pieces ed alld eb of the interrupted melting-point line of the 
pseudo-component B, and also the continuity which is connected with 
it, bet ween tbe mixed crystal lines el and rni Now it is the 
question where tbe liquid lines of the unary' system wil1 meet those 

1) Thesis ror the doctonte. 

24* 
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of the pselldo-binary system. In the first "Iace we see that the 
slable unary liqllid line meets the melting-point line of the pseudo
syslt'm in L, so that there a total solidilication wiII take place, at 
least if phenomena of retal'dation fail to appeal". 

The solid states, which al'e in internal equilibrium helow t.his 
temperaturt:', and so belong likewise to the unary system, lie on 
the line SSt. It is fmther notewOl'thy that one of the two meta
stabie parts of the melting-point line of tbe pseudo-component E, 
intersects tile mdastable liquid line of the unary system in L'. 

At the temperature of this point of intersection an intersection 
mllst al80 take place of the metastahle produced parls of the mixe<J 
erystal line mf and of the line for the solid internal equilibrium SIS, 
whiel! intersection is deIlOted h)' the point S'. • 

It folio\\'8 fl"Om this that when the metastable unar}" liquid is 
eooled down, and no retardation takes place, at L' total solidifica
tion to the Illctasrable unt\l'y solid phase S' will set in, which, 
howe\'e1', hecomes stabie at S. So what is remarkable about Ihis, 
is that the metastable point of sodification lies higher than the sta bIe 
one, and tbis is dlle to this that here there is no monotropy in tbe 
solid state but monotropy in the liquid state, in consequence of 
",hieh· wc, get the re\"erse of ",bat we are accustomed t~, as is 
immedialely deal', whcn we dmw the P, T .. fig. Our 1', .. Y-tig. 5, 
howevel', revcals more: \Ve see nameI)' from it that when tlle 
metastahle part of Ihc region of incomplete miscibility extellds fa.r 
cnough helo\V lhe eutC(~lic point of the pscudo-system, the metastabie 
\llla!'y liqnid line can, also he cut by tbe metastatlle prolongation 
of the rnelting-point line of (bè pseudo-component A, so that the 
pos~;ibjlity also exists that in L" total soliditieation of the metastable 
llnary licJlliil 10 the metastabie unal'y solid substance S" sets in, 
whieh solid phase will then follew Ihe !ine ,S"S/' at lower tempe
ratUl'es. So one of tlle peculiarities of Ihis case COIlsists in tbis tbat 
the metastable unary liqnid poSSCSS6.'3 two metastabie points. of solidi
fiea,tion, and that when Ihis liquid is not converted to a stabIe one, 
it can solidify to asolid sllbstance whieh is at first metastable and 
at lowel' temperatm'es siabIe wht>n it is first beated above a definite 
Imnperature, and lhen eooled down. lf the temperat.llre is not raised 
so high, tbe metastabIe unary liquid so1idiiies to anotber solid 
substanee, which remains metastabie, at least when no transit i on 
equilibrium oCCllrs in the soUd stat.e. 

Now it ShOllld, however, !Je pointed out that the two mentioned 
points of solidification of the metastable unary Iiqllid need not neces
sarily exist. The upper point of solidification may be absent, in con-

c. 
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sequence of the partia1\y metastabie, partially llnstable middle porti on 
of the melting-point Jine of the pseudo-component B no longer 
intersecting the metastabie unary liqllid line, but running round this 
curve. And Ihe lower point of solidification may be absent, when the 
same curve lies entirely above the metastable prolongation of the 
melting·point line of the pseudo-component A. 

When the question is considered in what wa.)' in case of liquid 
monotr'opy, the melastable phase ean he obtained from the slable 
one, one arl'ives at the eonclusion that tllis will have to take plaee 
by rapid condensation of the vapour, which in cOllcentration is neal'er 
the metastabie than the sta bie liquid. 

Whether subslances have al ready been foun~ whieh belong to the 
above-described type, is still open 10 doubt, though in the literatul'e 
statements are found, which might lead us to snppose so, 

As is known, it was believed for a long time that, the pseudo
system of sulphm' hao 10 possess a l'egion of unmixing, because it 
was thought that some phellomena observed in the in vestigation 
furnished indubitahle indications in thisdil't'ction. This view was 
tirst pronouneed by BAKHl1IS ROOZEBOOM, and supported by KHUYT, 

on the gl'ound of his own obsel'vations 1). Aftel' S.mTH c.s. 2) had 
made it probable thaI the quasi-unmixing was to be ascl'ibed to a 
difference of temper'atul'e, 1 sueceeded last yeal' in eonjunction wilh 
Dr. DE LEEUW 3) in ascel'taining with perfect certainty that the phenome
non in question has Jlothing to do with a phenomenon of unmixing, 
and is really brought about by a diffel'ence of temperature, whieh 
gi\'es l'ise 10 a quasi-lUlmixing when tubes with more than a eel'tain 
inner diameter are used. 

Moreovel' it appeared that the point of solidification of states of 
sulphur tixed at higher tempel'atures eOQld not give support to the 
old "iew, 80 that not a single l'eliable experimental datum is now 
known that speaks in favour of the existence of a l'egion of incom
plete miscibility in the pseudo-system. 

That the shape of the line fol' the stabie unary liquid equilibrium 
resem bles that of the line kL in Fig. 5, is of course, of not the 
slightest impol'tance, for also when the pseudo system possesses no 
region of incomplete miseibility in the liquid state, the, said line can 
have sueh a shape, Besides, the system sulphur, as I al ready stated, 
is at least pseudrrwrnal'y, which view is in harmouy with the 

1) Z, f, phys, Chem, 64, 513 (1908), 

ij ~" " »57, 685 (1907), 
8) Tbese Proc, Ocl, 1911, p. 4,61. 
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results of the inyestigations of ROTENJANZ I) and ATEN '). In a more 
complicaled case, in which a line of equilibrium is the resultant of 
three or more lines of equilibrium a line of equilibrium with a 
clearly marked point of inflection will of course exceedingly easily 
arise, as is, indeed, the case fol' the aldehydes 3). 

1 

T 

:x x 
Fig. 6. Fig. 7. 

2. tet us suppose in the serond place that above the temperature 
of the three-phase equilibrium SB + Ll + Ls the ~-x-line of fig. 1 

1) Z. phys. f. Chem. 62, 609 (1908). 
2) See Versl. Kon. Ak. 28 Sept. 1912, p. 396. This paper will shortly appeal' 

in These Proceedings 
S) Z. f. phys. Chem. 77, 269 (1911). 
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changes in such a way that the minimum point L 2 gets higher than 
Lp so that a change of stability takes place. Undel' these circum
stances we get wilat I discussed before for the solid phase. At the 
moment th at the minimum points lie at the same height, the unary 
liquid phase wiJl suddenly he changed into one of different concen
tration, if no retardation takes place. 

So in thi:! case we have enantiotropy for a liquid or a Jiquid 
with a point of transition. 

The (1\x)p-fig. of the pseudo-binary and unary system can then 
have fhe form as indieated in fig. 6, when the equilibria with solid 
substance are omitted. 

'Ve see from this that the two stable unary Jiquid lines kL 1 and 
L,kt are eontinuously ecnnected with each other by a partially 
metastabie, partially unstable middle portion, and that in accordance 
wlth fhe theory of aliotroPJ the equilibrium between the two phases 

7 

X 
Fig. 8. 

Ll and L", is perfect!y comparable with the equilibl'ium bet ween 
two solid phases at the temperature of transition. 

If we now examine what may happen wllen tbe region of incom-
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plete miscibility in the pseudo system comes in contact with one of 
the melting-point lines, we may distinguish different cases. In his 
Thesis for the Doctorale ScHOEVERS gh'es the following figure 7, 
adding that when on loss of heat the phase x has been entirely 
eonverted to y, the ordinal'y phenomena will occur at lower tempe· 
l'atu l'es. 

By ordinary phenomena ScHOEVF.RS understands the deposition of 
one of the two components in pure state. The theor)' of allotropy, 
however, says thai from the liquid which is in internal equilibrium, 
asolid substanee wiJl deposit, whiel~ is also in internal equilibrium. 
so that this solid phase will cl)ntain the two pseudo-components. If 
we express tbis in a drawing. we may get among others fig. 8, 
wbich is at once ciear without any further elucidation. It is, however, 
necessary to point out that it is also possible that the Jine for the 
internal liquid equilibrium L,LL' LH does not intersect the stabie 
part of the melting-point line of the pseudo-component B, but that 
of the pseudo-eomponent A. Besides it. is poAsible that coming from 
higher temperatures the line for the Îllternal liquid equilibrium does 
not meet the region of incomplete miscibility for the first time on 

t 

1 

c~-i-.-!:.~':i:;rIJ 
I I I I I 

I 1\ ,,' "\' / 1 I \, i" " 
I \ \ ' . ..- : 

\ I I I 

\ \ " J \ \ 
"., I I, 

,,'/ ,\ '/' , '"! 
, ',-....JI /' .. 
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the rightha.nd side, hut on the leftha.nd side,in whi('h case fig. 9 
gives one of the possihle situat.ions. The region of incomplete miseI-· 
bility lies too high here to give the second lower metastabie unal-y 
point of solidification. 

All these 1',.r-figures ean he accurately determined by means of 
the ;-x-lines, which has heen omitted here for want of. space. 

It may finally he remarked that tlle phenomenon of enantiotropy 
for liquids has new\!' been obsel'ved as yet, but the possibility of 
this' phenomenon is beyolld all doubt. 

Anorg. dem. lttf)Oralory of the Univei'sitlj. 
Am,~teJ'dmn, Sept. 20, 1912. 

Chemistry. - "Tlte alJplication of t!te tlteory of allotropy to tlw 
,<;ystem sulpltur". 11. By Prof. A. SMITS. (Communicated by 
PJ'of. A. F. HOLLEMAN). 

In a preceding commnnication 1) 1 already pointed out that the 
theory of allotl"opy l'equü'es that the system sulpbur must be con si
del'ed to be at least pseudo-temaI'Y. 

On that occasion a 1',il:-figure was projected by me, which as I 
stated ah'eady then, had still to 1lI1dergo a simplification by the 
omission of the region of incomplete miscibility '). But tbe figure 
had to he modified also in another respeet, for in the meantime 
SMITH and CARSON I) had determined the melting-point line of a third 
crystallised moditication of the sulphur, the so-called soufre nacré 
(mother-of-pearl sulphur), which had been disco\'ered hy GERNEZ 4). 

To keep the representation as simple as possible for the present, 
the modification required to insel't this third cryst.allised condition of 
sulphur into our figure, has been accomplished by assuming in the 
pseudo bhlary system SR - SM and S.I1-8,,,5) above the eutectic point 
a discontinuity in the monoclinic mixed cl-ystals. In consequence of this 
the line for the internal liquid equilibrium in the p]ane for the pseudo
binary system SR- SJ! meets the stabie melting-point line of one kind 
of monoclinie mixed crystals in I" and the metastable branch of the 
melting-poiut line of the other kind of monoclinic mixed crystals in 
10 , the same line of equilibrium cutting the metastable part of the 

1) These Proc. XIV 263. 
B, • !I XIV 461. 

3) Zeitschr. f. phys. Chem. 77, 661 (1912) . 
• ) Journ. de phys. 8, 76 (1884). 
6) By SR, SM, Sf'. tbe pseudocomponents are meant bere. 


